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A serial killer is responsible for 41 percent of deaths among black Americans. Original image by
Frances Stotter

This is my message to black Americans. I promised a friend I would
write this, and I’ve been wrestling with the words for months. My
friend is Dr. Surender Neravetla, a cardiologist from Springfield,
Ohio. Dr. N knows what’s really killing black Americans.
Here on Allvoices, we banter daily about gun control. Every day,
people die from gunshots. In some communities, we live in fear. Will the next bullet be
aimed at us? For blacks, 4 percent die from all external causes, including gunshots.
Take away the guns, some demand.
Yet all of us ignore the greatest serial killer of all. It strikes hardest at blacks, and kills
41 percent of African Americans. The statistics are bold and clear. Forty-one percent
of blacks die from heart disease. The research is there. The US Census has all the
statistics. I could list them for you, but I don’t believe you want to see them right now.
Surely, you want to be healthy -- just not right now.
Forty years ago, Dr. N was called to assist a kidney dialysis patient. He told me, she
was a 30-year-old mother of two, and “salt-induced severe high blood pressure had
shut down her kidneys.” The doctor was asked to insert a stent into her veins for her
treatment. He did, but he knew the stent would not last. She would need many more
stents for the rest of her short life. The doctor never forgot this young black woman.
Through the years, Dr. N has treated many more patients like her. Kidney failure is
common among blacks, he explains. Even though African Americans comprise only
12 to 13 percent of the US population, they comprise about a third of all the patients
on dialysis in the USA.
The doctor told me that his black patients have more heart disease than their
Caucasian neighbors do. The blacks also have higher rates of hypertension and
more complications at younger ages. They have more strokes and kidney failure.
Those statistics have disturbed him. With the help of his family and years of research,
he was able to isolate a major cause—salt induced high blood pressure.
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Neravetla's new book, “Salt: Black America’s Silent Killer,” has just been released.
Neravetla writes that blacks are more sensitive to salt than Caucasians. Sodium
contributes to high blood pressure, especially among blacks. High blood pressure
leads to heart failure. Diets high in sodium also contribute to obesity. Add all that to
that the genetic predispositions for diabetes, and the complications get worse.
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Sure, we all know people stricken with those diseases, but that won’t happen to us,
we say. Just in case, though, let’s think about this today. Neravetla has a simple
message, and he has the data to back it up. So, let’s take a few minutes to watch the
trailer for Dr. Neravetla’s book. Let’s read the messages he writes to African
Americans. I’ve uploaded two with this article.
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Black Americans, what’s your life worth to you today? Are you willing to learn what’s
really killing you? Read and hear the doctor’s words. Then, decide.

By: matthewshovlin | 19 hours ago

Author’s note: This is an original report with references to the doctor’s messages,
and my third article about Dr. Neravetla and his research in sodium related diseases.
The doctor’s warnings apply to everyone, but risks are greater for blacks. Read these
and my other articles on dietary sodium here. Sources for the doctor’s research may
be found on his website and the links below.
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Sources:
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES; Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention; National Center for Health Statistics; National Vital Statistics
System; “Deaths: Preliminary Data for 2011,” nrsr61_06.pdf
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http://www.healthnowbooks.com/2014/02/19/socioeconomic-issues-vs-salt-sensitivit
y/
http://www.healthnowbooks.com/2014/02/04/black-america-history-month-americanheart-month-and-salt/
Frances Stotter is based in Columbus, Ohio, United States of America, and is an
Anchor for Allvoices.
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JamesStotter | 2 months ago

REPLY

Very good article, Frances.
Let's hope readers pay attention because different ethnic groups have different sensitivities to many
substances.
Rated up.

Posted By

Frances Stotter | 2 months ago

REPLY

Thank you, Jim. There is much research on health disparities and genetics predispositions. That's way too
much information for this short article. The doctor has lots of information about this on his website, and I did
include one of his articles on socioeconomic issues with my own. See the news stories on the tab above the
article. The focus here is sodium induced diseases, and controlling the onset of the diseases with diets
moderate in salt.

Posted By

VeronicaS | 2 months ago

REPLY

I wrote about this silent killer a couple times and about the connection to disparity in healthcare, coupled with
lifestyle but thank you Frances, for the fresh perspective and additional spotlight. It is sorely needed.

Reply By

Frances Stotter | 2 months ago

REPLY

Thank you, Veronica. The doctor asked me to spread the message. Reducing salt has no real
connection to poverty, though. It's simply a matter of paying attention to what we eat and drink. Soft
drinks, especially sports drinks are loaded with sodium, for example. Water has zero sodium. The doctor
says this is first book published on salt issues for blacks. I've seen a few publications from the gov., but
not like this one.

Reply By

Phyllis L. Smith Asinyanbi | 2 months ago

REPLY

I disagree that salt has no real connection to poverty; many cheap foods are loaded with sodium.

Reply By

Frances Stotter | 2 months ago

You are correct about cheap foods loaded with sodium. Expensive foods are also loaded
with sodium. Restaurants, all of them, overload the sodium. Around here, we can buy a
dollar hamburger and also ask McD not to add salt to that or fries. The more we ask, the
more the fast food places will respond. They capitalize on what customers want in order to
stay in business. At the grocer, there are many low sodium canned items for the same price
as the salty ones. A box of uncooked pasta is cheap and has zero sodium. I've been
researching this for nearly four years, and I shop at regular grocers and even the discount
ones.

Posted By

JOHN-THOMAS DIDYMUS | 2 months ago

REPLY

You've been very insistent warning about dangers of taking salt. Thanks for bringing it to my attention once
again. I confess I am guilty... very guilty.

Reply By

Frances Stotter | 2 months ago

REPLY

Thank you, John Thomas. I'm just a messenger here. People don't have to change their eating habits
drastically. The first step to reducing sodium is to read the labels on what we eat right now.
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rsa76 | 2 months ago

May be the message to black US residents
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Reply By

Frances Stotter | 2 months ago

REPLY

Thank you. The message is really for everyone. Blacks are especially sensitive to sodium induced high
blood pressure. Sodium has been determined to be a factor in obesity, too.

Posted By

Anne Sewell | 2 months ago

REPLY

Excellent warning and read. Rated up and shared.

Reply By

Frances Stotter | 2 months ago

REPLY

Thank you, Ann. Sodium sensitivity is prevalent in many ethnic regions, regardless of race. I suspect it
was a factor in my parents and grandparents generations, though there was no research on it long ago.
Their generations preserved meats and fish with salt and ates lots of cheese.

Posted By

Phyllis L. Smith Asinyanbi | 2 months ago

REPLY

Excellent reminder, Frances. About 28 years ago, I vastly lowered my salt intake, and I'm one of the few
middle-aged black people I know who doesn't have high blood pressure. It is a simple thing that many can do - even with cooking. My spiritual mother's high blood pressure began at age 20, and she lowered it by
eliminating salt from her diet. She could make excellent, tasty meals without any salt, by creatively using other
spices, lemon, orange peel, etc.
Other things that are killing African Americans is the system under which they are forced to live, joblessness,
poverty, etc. It costs to eat a plant-based diet and healthy, lean meats.

Reply By

Frances Stotter | 2 months ago

REPLY

One more reply on the system killing black Americans. The conditions you mention lead to stress. We
know that stress weakens the body's immune system and leads to weight gain. I'm not the scientist here,
but the studies are worth reading.

Reply By

Phyllis L. Smith Asinyanbi | 2 months ago

REPLY

This is also true, Frances. I've read studies on this and have also seen it manifested in the lives of
people I know.
BTW, rated up and promo'd.

Reply By

Frances Stotter | 2 months ago

Just saw this comment, and thank you. The doctor posted chapters on his website that deal
with the poverty issues. They are worth reading. He writes the opinions of a team of
medical experts, rather than politicians. Reading them is free, and I think you can copy the
text and share. This doctor is from India where many are vegetarians, and they don't eat
beef.

Posted By

Frances Stotter | 2 months ago

REPLY

I agree with you, Phyllis. Do you know that 80% of SNAP money is spent at grocers like the ones where I
shop? Research on sodium concludes that foods high in sodium stimulate our appetites to overeat, too. Yet,
countries that look poverty stricken have lower rates of obesity, and the residents there eat more plant based
foods than they eat meat. Read the doctor's comments about his father's heart disease and diet.

Posted By

Dava Castillo | 2 months ago

REPLY

Thank you for the well thought out article Frances Stotter.
All of us can be aware of the dangers of salt in the diet, particularly the hidden salt in processed foods, and it's
almost as prolific as corn fructose.
Health education is one of the additional benefits of the Affordable Care Act. There are many educational
provisions that reward physicians for healthy outcomes, and incentives for patients to seek healthy lifestyles
through diet and exercise.
The relatively unhealthy population, which means all of us, stems from many factors,including but not limited to
the health system. Lack of access to a high-quality education,nutritious food, adequate exercise,
and a healthy and safe environment are key factors driving the diminishing health of the nation.
Access to care and early intervention, in addition to disease prevention, can go a long ways to saving lives.

And of course lifting people out of poverty, so they can concentrate on their health and not worry about if they
are going to have a home or food on the table.
For more information the on the Prevention Provisions in the Affordable Care Act by the Dept of Public Health
please visit this link:
http://www.apha.org/NR/rdonlyres/763D7507-2CC3-4828-AF841010EA1304A4/0/FinalPreventionACAWeb.pdf

Posted By

Frances Stotter | 2 months ago

REPLY

Thank you, Dava. ACA won't help us until we pay attention to what we put in our mouths, though. In general, I
have found that people don't want to be told what to eat by the government. That goes for me, too. We can still
choose not to eat snacks that are overloaded with sodium, and avoid the soft drinks, too. No one can eliminate
sodium from diets, because some foods contain them naturally, especially meat and dairy. Still, a potato costs
less than a bag of potato chips, and a banana costs less than a candy bar. I believe sodium awareness is the
first step to control sodium intake. The diseases the doctor writes about do not respect income or racial
divisions. Everyone is at risk.

Posted By

Michael Rappaport | 2 months ago

REPLY

Outstanding piece of work.

Reply By

Frances Stotter | 2 months ago

REPLY

Thank you, Michael. I'm just a messenger here with a knack for getting attention. The big story belongs
to the doctor. No matter our incomes, we must be aware of what we consume. There are always
choices. Let's hope reading this will save some lives and help more people stay healthy.

Posted By

dhreff | 2 months ago

REPLY

Frances Stotter, I think this topic or subject-matter needs writers to write about it every now and then. It's a
subject that must come to fore on the attention of media practitioners. Ventilate, fan it, but not necessarily
sensationnalize it.

Reply By

Frances Stotter | 2 months ago

REPLY

I agree. Yet, people read more articles about sex and violence than they do health. Check the view
counts here, and you will see that.
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SUBMITTED BY: FrancesStotter | 2 months ago

Dr. Surender Neravetla discusses his book, Salt: Black America's Silent Killer.

Socioeconomic Issues vs. Salt Sensitivity |
SUBMITTED BY: FrancesStotter | 2 months ago

Socioeconomic Issues vs. Salt Sensitivity - Feb• 19•14 Some well-meaning colleagues and
friends, especially those of African/Black American descent, have argued that Black America’s
dismal state of health is entirely and solely due to poverty, crime, ...

Black America History Month, American Heart Month and Salt |

SUBMITTED BY: FrancesStotter | 2 months ago

Black America History Month, American Heart Month and Salt - Feb• 04•14 February has been
designated as American Heart Month. Many events are planned to remind us all that heart
disease kills more people than any other regardless of ethnicity and ...
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Stroke trigger more deadly for African-Americans. (University of Michigan Health System)
African-Americans were 39 times more likely to die of a stroke if they were exposed to an
infection. ... adds no benefits over aggressive medical treatment alone.
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